
Questions to be answered Features  
With prioritization (on page and generally 
in feature roll out?) 

What were the specific insights (quotes, language, etc.)? Slide Reference 

Arrival  

How can we get hiring managers to the right 
place? 

Moving them to a microsite 
 
Using their language 
 
Using language specific to hiring managers 
(not mixed with individual creatives) 

“Oh, I have to scroll?” 
 
“I can actually scroll haha...that might answer the question.” 
 
Context switching is tough for people who know Creative Mornings 
- Clear branding that they are in a new place, no Creative Guild 
 
Interviewees didn’t know where to click 
 
“I would say this is more targeted for the candidate.” 

Slide 7  

Orientation  

Am I in the right place as a hiring manager? Direct, clear language describing the page.  
 
Words: Hiring Manager, Are you hiring 
designers, engineers, and other creatives?, 
Looking for your perfect engineer, designer, 
or creative candidate? 
 
Waiting to ask for information from them 
until later (or possibly adding a compelling 
exit modal with a request for limited 
information.)  
Language: from next fold down with more 
information on who is there - engineers, etc.  
 
 

Hiring Manager specific language 
 
“extremely bad just to get information” - Mawolum 
 
“Oh, wow this is actually about recruiting.” 
 
“I would say this is more targeted for the candidate.” 
 
In response to “3 words to describe Creative Mornings?” 
“community, networking, [long pause] job seeking.” 
 
Stakeholder used “head of talent” but all interviewees said “hiring 
manager” and “candidate” 

Slide 8 

What is a creative? 
Are engineers creatives? 

- Specific candidate examples 
across disciplines 

- General stats on who is in the 
Creative Guild market 

“‘designers, individuals hiring designers, people that have creative 
mindsets” (moreso about expected users) 
 
“Who is their addressable market?” 
 
“At first glance, I think this is mostly for designers.” 
 
“I’m not really seeing too many [companies] that focus heavily on 
programming languages and coding [...] think most of the people 
coming here would be more on the design side as opposed to 
developers” Seeking confirmation from others 

Slide 8 

Information Seeking  

Who is here?  
What’s the ROI? 

Data/metrics  “How can I find out more information about the audience” - 
mawolum 

Slide 9 



 
Add tracking to attribute successes back to 
Creative Guild 

 
I’d want to see other people hiring for the same industry.  
 
“Filtering is good, i’ll come down and do the closest match i can 
find to what i’m hiring for, the software track [...] if i see one other 
company is trying to hire for what i’m hiring i would probably say 
this isn’t a good fit” 

Why should I trust CG? Companies/testimonials that are well known  
 
Waiting until decision phase to ask for sign 
up. (slide notes: could draw an analogy 
sales cycle and pricing/negotiation coming 
last). 

I don’t see anyone I know.  
 
“Why are you asking or my information, when I’m looking for more 
information from you.” 
 
In response to a question about inviting colleagues to Creative 
Guild, “I would need more information first.”  
 
Interviewees had concerns about giving information or email 
addresses before fully understanding the product. 

Slide 9 

Can I talk to someone? Chat 
Book a time (YCBM, automated email, or 
some other simples sales tools) 

“This makes me want to speak to someone directly to understand 
more” - mawolum 

Slide 8-10 

Decision  

How much does this cost?  
Do I need approval? 

Remove unlimited  
 
Annual vs monthly is good  

What does unlimited mean? 
 
“clearly my company’s paying this much so i click on that” - Erik 
(unclear decision process on pricing tiers) 
 
Findings: budget varies widely across companies and existing 
payment is working well 

Slide 10 

Can I talk to someone? Add another ‘talk to someone’ or have a 
persistent chat so they can have their 
questions answered when it arises 

See above 
 
“way to get reference or contact person just to talk to someone 
without having to fill out content” 
 
I’m glad I had Christina. 
 

Slide 10 

Onboarding  

Who is this for? Remove all individual requests “dream 
industry” “upload a portfolio.” 

Confusion on what is applicable to the hiring manager Slide 11 

What information do I need to give? Just ask for email and allow them to see a 
preview of the process. “This form will take x 
minutes, etc.” to complete 

Hesitant to give information Slide 11 

How can I make our company look great? Fix the video upload  
 

Had to consult with third party (designer, developer, etc.) to get 
assets. 

Slide 11 



Make asset sizing similar to what they use 
on other, more ubiquitous sites 
(facebook/twitter banners, etc.) 

Future work  

Why is my company not on top of the 
search? 

Paid positioning  
 
Ask these companies to be 
featured/interview/etc to fulfill above 
requirements for building ethos & trust. 

Mailchimp is up there, why can’t we be up there? Slide 11 

 

Language of the hiring manager microsite  

Current language Hiring Manager Language 

Head of Talent Hiring Manager 

Individual Candidate 

Creative Engineer included in definition. (i.e., Engineers, designers, and other creatives.” 

 


